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Hours of leisure
Miles of pleasure

Les grimpeurs exceptionnels de GCC
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‘6 Peakers’ – Jason Radmore, Steve Harrington, Dave Evans Robin Kay, John Milner – read
their exploits later in the Newsletter
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Kate rode the Etape
Caledonia again with
impressive results,
while Bob rode Mt
Ventoux on his way
to Spain. Read their
exploits later in the
Newsletter too.
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Results
15/5/18 Ashford Whs Q10/1
B Wilson v
27.26

27/6/18 Ashford Whs Q10/1
B Wilson v
26.26

3/6/18 KCA 50
N Harrigan v

Q50/11
1.53.14(9th)

5/6/18 GCC 10
M Jessup v
R Smith v
R Blair
R Turk v
D Barnes v
K Ward v fxd
K Savage ldy
D Abbotts v

Q10/24
22.02
24.57
25.06
26.25
27.23
28.43
29.10
31.09

3/7/18 GCC 10
M Jessup v
R Blair
R Smith v
R Turk v
B Wilson v
D Barnes v
K Ward v fxd

Q10/24
21.46
24.25
24.32
26.15
27.16
27.38
28.12

4/7/18 Ashford Whs
B Wilson v

Q10/1
25.44

12/6/18 GCC 10
R Blair
S Harrington
J Smith
L Harrington
K Ward v fxd
K Savage ldy
C Abbotts

Q10/24
24.26
24.45
27.39
28.11
28.40
29.12
33.04PB

13/6/18 Syd’hm Whs 25 Q25/20
N Harrigan
57.54
19/6/18 GCC 10
S Harrington
C Mayhew
R Turk v
K Ward v fxd
M Harrington v
M Simms v
C Abbotts jnr

Q10/24
24.35
25.14
25.55
28.34
29.05
29.09
35.00

26.6.18 GCC 10
Q10/24
M Jessup v
21.58
R Blair
24.02
S Harrington
24.52
R Smith v
25.31
B Wilson v
26.46
E Crocker v
27.58
K Savage ldy
28.43
M Harrington v
28.51
D Barnes v (l/c delay) 30.56
C Abbotts jnr
35.31
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8/7/18 Ramsay Cup Q25/8
N Harrigan v
58.19
10/7/18 GCC 10
M Jessup v
R Turk v
B Wilson v
J Smith v
K Ward v fxd
K Savage ldy
D Abbotts v
C Abbotts jnr

Q10/24
21.39
25.55
26.28
27.06
28.37
29.09
29.59
34.34

11/7/18 Ashford Whs Q10/1
B Wilson v
25.25
17/7/18 GCC 10
C Mayhew
J Wade
S Harrington
B Wilson v
K Savage ldy
D Barnes v
K Ward v fxd
D Abbotts v
C Abbotts jnr

Q10/24
25.01
25.36
25.59
26.04CPB
27.52
28.02
28.28
29.19
33.39
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31/7/18 GCC 10
N Harrigan v
R Blair
S Harrington
R Smith v
B Wilson v fxd
R Turk v
D Barnes v
K Savage ldy
M Harrington v
D Abbotts v
C Abbotts jnr

Q10/24
23.22 (l/c)
23.58
25.18
25.22
25.47
26.27
28.01
28.21
29.10
29.28
38.12 (l/c)
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1/8/18 Ashford Whs
B Wilson v

Q10/24
24.47

7/8/18 GCC 10
N Harrigan v
S Harrington
B Wilson v fxd
K Savage ldy
M Harrington v
K Ward v fxd
D Barnes v

Q10/24
22.22
25.17
25.22PB
27.39
29.07
29.28
31.33(l/c)

This & that ……….
*Don Bardoe sends a big thank you to all those who sent cards and/or sent their best wishes over
his recent ill health.
* a warm welcome to new member Mark Rowland – we hope your time riding with us will be an
enjoyable and stimulating experience…… it will certainly be entertaining!! Welcome.
a big thanks to Andy Sangster for running and organizing this year’s Ramsay Cup race.
He had a gallant band of helpers too – refreshments courtesy of Marlene, Jacinta and Jack
Sangster, timekeeping courtesy of Mike Coulter and Dave Abbotts, assisted by Patrick McMaster
and Chris Burrows (Thanet RC), photography courtesy of Mike Savage, and marshalling by Kate
Savage, Tony Jacobs, John Milner, Phil Edwards, Roger Turk, Chris Mayhew.
* thanks to Dave Barclay for his sterling asst timekeeping and pushing off during the season. He
is now off to foreign parts again.
Well done to
- Kate Savage for her Etape Caledonia ride,
- Dave Evans, Robin Kaye, Jason Radmore, Steve Harrington and John Milner for 6 Peaks ride
and to Cameron Abbotts and Bob Wilson for their Evening 10 PBs.
- the Ride London participants – Jack Wade, Dave Evans, Ed Crocker, Steve Bushell, Jason
Radmore, Steve Harrington & Tony Jacobs. Thanks to Jack for the initial enthusiasm and
initiative. This was a wet event by all accounts!
- Steve Bushell, Ed Crocker and Jason Radmore for their 140km/86m Velothon Wales ride.
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Evening 10 Handicap table – as compiled by Dave Abbotts
(this shows the average 10 time after the Handicap has been applied, with the minimum 5
races ridden)
M Jessup v
S Harrington
C Abbotts jnr
R Turk v
M Harrington v
K Ward v
K Savage ldy
R Smith v

20.29
20.31
20.33
20.44
21.07
21.35
21.38
22.31

FOR SALE – contact Roger Stevens 01474 745884
Pair of track wheels. Mavic Open-Pro rims on l/flg. hubs. Double fixed. c/w tyres [wiredon]. £70.
Carbon forks. Choice of 3. £25 each.

Diary dates…………
Kate &

the 85m

Etape Caledonia 2018

17 August ‘Bike around Brands’. Turn up for a 6.30pm start and ride as many laps as you
want round the short, 1.2m, circuit. £15 on registration – although you can give more or raise
more through sponsorship. The event is run by Swanley & North Downs Lions who donate the
vast majority of the money to the local Ellenor facilities. GCC support this event and usually
have a good turn out.
4-8 October - GCC trip to Majorca. If you have not hear about this and want further
information then contact John Milner at john.milner@bailygarner.co.uk
October/November – AGM. Exact date to be fixed
9 December – Dinner & Awards Presentation Evening at the See Ho, Shorne. Last year’s ‘do’
was excellent. Steve Harrington at steve.harrington@live.co.uk is the man to contact.
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Kate’s 85m Etape Caledonia
I had a slightly less than ideal preparation for this event
after relocating my hip joint halfway up Terrys Lodge
Lane on the club run a fortnight before (apologies to
everyone on the club run for looking a bit green that
day!).
The route was changed about 2 months before the event to add
an additional 4 miles to the route but, more importantly, an
extra mountain ascent. Unusually for Scotland, the weather
held out all weekend. There was a brisk wind around the Loch
but the lack of torrential rain was a bonus!
As always, the event was brilliantly organised with full
mechanical support and timing chips. This year I was in the first wave which meant I got a good
head start on the masses. After the first climb I managed to get in a group that worked well
together around the flatter section of the Loch. The group split going up the second mountain but
another group formed after the descent which stayed together until the end. I was ahead of
schedule so my Mike missed taking any shocking photos of me this year – however THE Mike,
(the Editor), has come to the rescue!!!!
Overall I came 2nd in my age category and 14th female overall out of 290 (an excellent result
on both counts – well done Kate). My chip time came in at 4 hours 34 minutes but I was
really pleased with my average speed of 18.56mph. Top speed of 39.6 mph so the OCD part of
me really regrets missing out on that 0.4mph to round it up!
Looking forward to having another bash at it next year!

Ride London & Velothon Wales feedback…….
Ed, Jason’s & Steve’s Velothon ride(in the Brecon Becons in Wales) was in stark contrast to that
of Ride London – decidedly chalk and cheese, literally very hot and very wet!!!. In the Velothon
spectators were spraying water on the competitors and hosing them down while riding, while in
the Ride London it was the Lord who took on this duty without restraint! The main feature of
the Velothon was a climb called the Tumble, a long slow climb of 25 mins +, unless you were Ed,
who, because he was enjoying it so much, decided to take a somewhat longer! The Tumble was
then followed by a much steeper climb into Caerphilly.
Ride London was wet, long, fraught and somewhat dangerous experience for the 4 later
starters, Ed, Steve, Jason & Toni. As they started towards the end they had in front of them
many of the inexperienced charity riders which led to the fraught nature of the ride, our gallant
lads never quite knowing what those in front would or might do. There were countless
accidents, and indeed one fatality, which kept stopping the ‘race’ (or procession) and slowing it
all down. However the consensus of opinion was that the marshalling was good and despite
being thoroughly drenched during the 9 hours to complete the course, all said they would do it
again. Ed came to the fore in that Jason, Steve Bushell and Toni were grateful that he managed
to spread himself and give them shelter. There was a moment of mirth at the end when
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attempting to repeat the Sky team action of lining up across the road to cross the finishing line,
Big Ed managed to sway, tilt or wobble and send the other 3 going in all different directions,
much to the mirth of the crowd, who, about to cheer them crossing the line, instantly turned to
an OOOOOOO and laughter!!
Well done to all who competed and for representing the Club.

Peak Epic Sportive -

John Milner
It was rumoured that everyone was fitting 32 tooth
cassettes and buying lightweight wheels that started to
get me a little concerned about what we had signed up
for. That and the fact some club members who had
signed up had since dropped out.

The Peak Epic is a younger version of the Fred Whitton
sportive, but based in the Derbyshire Peak District. It is
4000m of climbing in 104 miles of stunning
countryside. GCC was represented by Dave Evans,
Robin Kaye, Jason Radmore, Steve Harrington and John
Milner. Training had been completed, including an
unusual programme by Steve Harrington of bar intervals in Maidstone night clubs. We travelled
'up norf' and stayed in a YHA hostel near the following day’s start in Bakewell. Following a leg
stretcher ride on Saturday afternoon to Buxton we headed down to a local pub for a pint and
some hearty grub.
Arriving at the start the next day in perfect sunshine we found the event to be well organised
and quite low key, as the start did not involve
being marshalled into pens. We just rolled over
the start line after we had completed the
requisite amount of faffing around. We had never
spoken about it but we seemed to have shared
agreement that we were going to ride it at a
reasonable pace and enjoy the event, the scenery
and the suffering together. It was well signed and
the feed stations seemed to have a nice village
fete vibe. The 14 climbs were longer than our
local climbs with only shortish sections over 20%.
The countryside was varied from open expansive
high moorland to steep wooded valleys with generally quiet roads.
There were no punctures and only one mechanical. We completed every climb together and
rolled in just before the cut off time and then drove home. Overall it did feel quite epic and that
we had all really done something a bit different and we all recommend it.
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Bob, Ventoux & Spain
Ventoux…
During my driving holiday to Spain I decided to visit Bedoiun & Mt Ventoux en route and stay at
the famous Bedoin Spa Hotel, rich in cycling history, where many famous yellow jersey holders
from the Tour de France have also stayed, with their black & white photographs, and signatures,
all over the internal walls of the dining rooms.
Next morning I rode Ventoux completing it in 2 hours
15 minutes, and happy with that performance as I’m
not well known for hills, let alone mountains! The
temperature at the bottom was a warm sunny 28C
but plummeted to a low, chilly, misty and foggy 6C at
the summit, and visibility was really poor, down to
10m at best for the last section by the Simpson
Memorial, which is very close to the summit.
A very enjoyable ride as I was able to pay my respects
to a great rider, Tom Simpson, at his memorial. I have been a fan of Tom since 1971 when I first
took up cycling so this was quite an emotional moment for me, as was the news of his death.
The descent was tricky as the prior evening, whilst driving in, the area experienced a violent
storm with much thunder and lightning, which in turn washed out lots of rocks, boulders and
much grit onto the roads making the bends especially nerve wracking, so the descent was made
with caution and backing off on speed.

In Spain …….
Riding with CC Pinater of San Pedro, a strong Spanish club with over two hundred riders, I rode
every day on their Club Runs, ranging from 45 > 65 miles each day, subject to the Lead Captain
picking out the route for the day. After each ride we always had lunch and drinks, which is a
very nice way to end the day and partake in Spanish banter and networking.
This region of Spain offers good cycling routes with lots of flat coastal routes as well as hilly
inland routes.

Tour de Ford – Bob Wilson
I rode in the Tour De Ford held by Haynes Ford Group Maidstone and
(sponsored by?) Team Sky and covered over 60 miles around the planned circuit in Kent, which
turned
out
longer,
as
various
directional
arrows
were covered by parked cars. A great day of riding, led out by a
5
litre
V8
orange
Ford
Mustang.
with
Team
Sky
support
vehicles
following.
There
were
feed
stations
with
all
the
food
and drinks you could want. A brilliant day in hot conditions, the experience of a group ride with
Team
Sky
support
vehicles.
Well
worth
the
effort
of riding to collect the Tour De Ford Medal.
(Tour de Ford?????? – ask Bob)
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